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Product Notification
Release: Canadian IRD Product Enhancement
As a result of continued strategic investment in our broking and market data businesses,
TraditionDATA is pleased to announce the launch of our enhanced CAD rates offering.
TraditionDATA has industrialized curve generation focusing on centralizing internal pricing from a range
of sources including broker quotes, analytics driven pricing and electronic platforms with a focus on
improving coverage, quality and ongoing support.
The expanded CAD rates coverage includes interest rate swaps, basis swaps including tenor and crosscurrency basis as well as OIS and FRA products.
Tradition operates under a continuous improvement model leveraging analytics along with desk and
platform support to price evolving markets, maintaining our track-record of adapting quickly to new
market conventions for the benefit of our vendor channel partners and market data clients.
For a detailed inventory, please contact a member of the TraditionDATA regional sales or product teams.
TraditionDATA provides consistent, high-quality financial market data that reflect real price interest in
global OTC swaps markets, covering FX & Money Markets, Interest Rate Derivatives, Credit & Fixed
Income, and Energy & Commodities. Data can be delivered directly from Tradition or from one of our
distribution partners, which include, among others, Bloomberg, ICE, NEX and Refinitiv.
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